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Nowadays the demand for the natural 

stone construction materials is very high and 

continues its increase in most countries. In 

connection with that the output of its kinds, 

from which various wares are produced, is 

being carried out. The production of natural 

stone is conducted in the most countries 

with certain differences in output volume 

and its nomenclature, as well as the purpose 

of the initial and repeated production. In the 

meanwhile new means of its destruction, 

aimed for the efficiency increase and preser-

vation of the natural quality of output re-

sources are have been invented, approved 

and launched into the production line within 

the last ten years. According to a new trend, 

all means of the natural stone destruction, 

including wedge-operated that are typical 

for the solid stone production pits, are used 

and improved. One of the ways of this im-

provement is the introduction of the plastic 

substances into the breaking process and 

the supply of the proper technical facilities 

and mining technologies. 

The typical attribute of all natural 

stone production facilities is the technical 

complication and high value of their inner 

reorganization in order to use new tech-

nologies. In most cases cardinal alterations 

are needed within the going opening meth-

ods and the resources taking out prepara-

tion system. Because of that mining opera-

tions within the most natural stone produc-

tion facilities are being carried out regard-

less to the possibilities that are linked to the 

appearance of new effective ways of rock 

destruction. Some of those mining technolo-

gies that are highly adapted to the existing 

mining-geological and mining-technical con-

ditions of minerals production are the tech-

nologies of natural stone breaking using the 

plastic substances. With the right character-

istic calculation the can be used for the 

natural stone production of any solidity, are 

effective with the system of natural and arti-

ficial fissure and do not need any unique and 

expensive equipment for their application. 

They can be easily adapted to negative ex-

ternal environment conditions and also have 

high safety and harmlessness index. 

The nature stone breaking technolo-

gies that are linked with ousting the plastic 

substances from blast holes is based on the 

direct rock destruction method that has its 

basis from the new principles of fissure ad-

vance in fragile environment. Its static are 

dynamic type of forming demands the appli-

cation of specific technological set, devices 

and materials that are need for its practical 
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usage. The most significant direction of the 

natural stone production is its breaking from 

the massive as a number of monoliths and 

blocks that makes possible the production of 

wares of any forms, sizes, and for any pur-

pose while saving the maximum of the raw 

materials natural attributes. Though the 

suggested method aimed for achieving the 

mentioned goal, it is not used in production 

today. That allows us to mark the develop-

ment and substantiation of natural stone 

breaking technology using different plastic 

substances out as a separate scientific area 

that has its own goals, problems and pros-

pects. Equally with that we should consider 

that the circle of scientific and practical re-

searches on studied problem is quite narrow 

and usually defined by the basis, created by 

The Mining Institute of the Siberian depart-

ment of Russian science academy. 

It is reasonable to start work with clari-

fication of problems, defining the prospects 

for block stone production in the world, 

analysis of used technics and technologies of 

its breaking and carrying out their compari-

son. Then it is necessary to validate the basic 

parameters of block stone breaking tech-

nologies using the plastic substances in the 

conditions of their intensified ousting from 

the blast holes into the formed fissure and 

also their comparison with the technologies 

based on other ways of rock destruction. Af-

ter that the experimental inspection of the 

new mining technologies parameters in the 

laboratory conditions is needed. Then the 

main attention must be devoted to the block 

stone breaking technologies development 

and their experimental check in the condi-

tions of open means of mineral deposit 

processing. Besides, the additional areas of 

the method of direct destruction of fragile 

materials using plastic substances effective 

application validation is highly needed. In 

this case we would need the development of 

the corresponding mining and construction 

technologies as well as the results of their 

natural conditions tests. This cycle of works 

is concluded by the validation of the ac-

cepted technical and technological solutions 

in the area of block stone breaking using 

plastic substances according to the factors of 

the environment and labour protection for 

the conditions of open means of mineral de-

posits processing. 

The following objectives are consid-

ered as the most important: 

- regularities of the crash-origin fissure 

advance, blast holes forming within fragile 

materials depending on their spatial loca-

tion, from which the plastic substances oust-

ing happens, identification, and also devel-

opment and experimental check of their ma-

jor geometric parameters calculation meth-

ods; 

- identification of the correlations be-

tween the energetic indexes of the crashing 

system and the rheological and volume 

characteristics of plastic substances, physical 

and mathematic qualities of destructed frag-

ile material, and geometric parameters of 

applied blast holes; 

- verification of the fragile materials 

crash destruction technologies with plastic 

substances depending on their effective ap-

plication area; 

- verification of the block stone crash 

breaking with plastic substances according 

to its impact on the environment and labour 

conditions for the open mineral deposit 

processing method; 
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The novelty of the performed work in 

this area so far is showed by the following: 

- identification of the forming of the 

fissure configuration, that is formed along 

and across the blast hole axis, regularities 

and the evidence of the possibility of its con-

trol by definition of its internal orientation 

comparative to the blast hole axis, from 

which the plastic substances ousting hap-

pens; 

- identification of the single tool strike 

necessary power, that is designed for the 

block stone breaking with plastic substances, 

that serves as its choice foundation; 

- the evidence of the possibility of us-

ing crash destruction of fragile materials us-

ing plastic substances for the breaking of 

stone of any known solidity and mineralogi-

cal composition provided by the choice of 

needed combination of plastic substance’s 

liquidity, geometrical parameters, pressuri-

zation, blast hole walls voltage concentra-

tors, wedge configuration, and used break-

ing system energetic indexes; 

- the evidence that the mechanized 

versions of block stone crash breaking tech-

nologies, based on plastic substances usage, 

have minimum impact on the aerial envi-

ronment and are save and harmless. 

The work was introduced for the in-

ternational scientific conference “Urgent 

scientific and educational problems”, Cuba, 

March, 20-30, 2010. Received by editorial 

office on 7.12.2009. 

 


